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QUESTION 1

While working on the configuration of your client, you uncover that the ASNs will always have the correct serial number
information interfaced upfront and your client trusts the ASN information. Your client also needs the serial number
information to get into WMS Cloud when the items are received from POs. Which three actions do you need to take,
assuming that item A is serial-tracked? (Choose three.) 

A. Set item A\\'s require serial number parameter to "Required, validate and allow user override". 

B. Create the IB Container barcode type. 

C. Create the Serial Number barcode type. 

D. Set the company parameter SERIAL_NUMBER_TRACKING_LEVEL TO 2. 

E. Set item A\\'s require serial number parameter to "Required, don\\'t Validate". 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 2

Identify three valid statements related to IB Sorting. (Choose three.) 

A. IB Sorting can be done by Manual and System driven method 

B. IB Sorting is done after Putaway 

C. IB Sorting will group SKUs with different Putaway type and build in a single pallet 

D. IB Sorting is done before Putaway 

E. IB Sorting is done based on Putaway Priority. 

Correct Answer: ACE 

 

QUESTION 3

You are using the WMS Cloud at the Stores as well as the DC. Your workflow at that Store requires that you quickly pick
orders for the customer when they arrive. Which configuration allows you to achieve this workflow requirement? 

A. Create an Order Type with the flag "Allocate during Pick" enabled so that you can pick orders at the store without
waving. 

B. Set the Order Type to "Pick Without Wave". This allows the RF options to automatically pick up those order and
display to pickers. 

C. Create a Flow Through process and configure each customer\\'s address as a "Designation Location" 

D. Change the Order Type to "Rush" and wave it because the customer is waiting. 

E. Create a wave template with Wave Template Type "Store", then wave will allocate orders in a FiFO sequence. 



Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cloud/owm70/owmcs_gs-cloud/OWMRN/OWMRN.pdf 

 

QUESTION 4

Select the two data formats supported by Oracle WMS Cloud with its built-in interfaces and APIs. (Choose two.) 

A. JSON 

B. Delimited Flat File 

C. EDI 

D. XML 

E. pdf 

Correct Answer: BD 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cloud/latest/owmcs_gs-cloud/OWMAP/OWMAP.pdf (6) 

 

QUESTION 5

A Purchase order created in ERP is downloaded to WMS Cloud. Which two statements are correct related to the
Purchase order update? (Choose two.) 

A. UPDATE is sent in the Header and CREATE in the Detail for an existing Purchase Order line. The application will
add up the corresponding "Order Quantity". 

B. The Purchase order header can be updated by sending an UPDATE action code when the status is in Created and
Received. 

C. Purchase order can be re-created by sending the RE-CREATE action code when the status is In-Receiving. 

D. UPDATE is sent both in the Header and Detail for an existing line. The application will just update the record at
Details. 

E. The RE-CREATE action code if sent for an existing PO, the same PO will be deleted and re-created with the new
details. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

 

QUESTION 6

Identify two correct statements about the type of receiving supported by Oracle WMS Cloud. (Choose two.) 

A. Oracle WMS Cloud does not allow assigning multiple ASNs to a load. 



B. Receive by ASN (RF-Text: Recv LPN Shipment) allows receiving multiple ASNs. 

C. If the trailer contains multiple ASNs, IB Loads can be used to consolidate then into a single record. 

D. Receive by load (RF-Text: Recv LPN Load) allows receiving multiple ASNs. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

 

QUESTION 7

Your company\\'s count process has two levels: First, at the end of each quarter, the operators will need to get a list of
all the LPN numbers in every location via cycle count. Second, at the end of each month, the operators will do a spot
check for any 100 LPNs and count their content information, and to save time, they will scan each item only once and
enter the total quantity of the item marked on the inner package inside an LPN. Your company has reserve locations
only for storage and you\\'re doing the WMS Cloud configuration for the operators. 

Which two tasks should you complete? (Choose two.) 

A. Create a Cycle Cnt RF screen for the operators to use, and leave the content-count RF parameter blank. 

B. Create a Resv Nbr Cnt RF screen for the operators to use. 

C. Enable the Recount Location Detail cc_trigger. 

D. Create a Cycle Cnt RF screen for the operators to use, and set the content-count RF parameter to By Sku Qty. 

E. Create a Cycle count for LPN deferred/immediate updates RF screen for the operators to use, and set the sku-scan-
mode RF parameter to By Qty Scan. 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

 

QUESTION 8

In which two ways can you execute the detail cycle count of LPN Detail by sku scan? (Choose two.) 

A. using "Cycle Cnt" screen with screen parameter content-count set to "sku-scan" 

B. using "Cycle count for LPN deffered/immediate updates" with screen parameter sku scan mode set to "By Sku Scan" 

C. using "Resv Nbr Cnt" screen and with screen parameter content-count set to "sku-scan" 

D. using "Cycle Cnt" screen with screen parameter content-count set to "Null" 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 9



What is the primary purpose of the Wave Template Search Screen? 

A. to identify all outbound loads that have not completed picking yet 

B. to determine how many picking tasks will be waved for picking 

C. to determine which available orders will be waved for picking 

D. to determine the locked locations for inventory allocation 

E. to determine from which part of the warehouse the inventory will be allocated 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E18727_01/doc.121/e13433/T211976T536591.htm 

 

QUESTION 10

Your warehouse is divided into two large areas, Area A and Area B, which store different products. You 

have set up your wave to allocate inventory from only Area A, but when the wave is run, both Area A and 

area B have allocated items. 

What caused the issue? 

A. In the Allocation Mode, "Restrict Allocation Zone" was not specified. 

B. In the Allocation Mode, "Restrict Allocation Zone" was set to Area B. 

C. Allocation zone was not specified in the task selection criteria. 

D. Allocation zone was not specified in the shipping order. 

E. The locations in Area A have excessive cycle count tasks against them. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

Which five combinations of lot and expiry date are valid scenarios in WMS Cloud? (Choose five.) 

A. Two IB LPNs of the same item have different lots and the same expiry dates. 

B. Two IB LPNs of the same item have the same lot and the same expiry date. 

C. The IB LPNs have an item with the same lot and different expiry dates. 

D. An item is lot-tracked but not expiry-date-tracked. 

E. An item is expiry-date-tracked but not lot-tracked. 

F. Two IB LPNs of the same item have different lots and different expiry dates. 



Correct Answer: BCDEF 

 

 

QUESTION 12

Select three statements are true. (Choose three.) 

A. Appointments can be used (instead of IB loads) as a way of checking in Loads into the WMS Cloud for receiving. 

B. The Duration as specified cannot be exceeded by the users. 

C. Appointments cannot be used to track lead-time from the trailer\\'s check-in time to the receipt of the first LPN into the
system. 

D. The matching value type and matching value must be specified when the appointment is created. 

E. Appointments are useful for tracking time discrepancies in various metrics such as planned and actual arrival time. 

Correct Answer: ADE 

Reference: 

https://learn.oracle.com/ords/launchpad/learn?page=inboundoverviewand context=0:44112:44122#h2_004 
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